
Symbolism
WHEN THE EMPEROR WAS DIVINE

What do you 

associate with 

the symbol? 



EXAMPLE
red = thesis and concluding statements, teal = context, purple = integrated evidence (TCS blended 

lead-in + quote + MLA citation), black = analysis (connect to entire thesis – device & theme)

 In the novel When the Emperor was Divine, Julie Otsuka uses symbolism to prove injustice 
has negative, lasting impacts. Specifically, Otsuka uses stains to represent long-term damage 
that can result from oppression. One example of this symbolism is when the woman, a mother 
and wife who is being forced to go to a Japanese internment camp, speaks with a white shop 
owner, Joe Lundy, about the imminent evacuation. As they talk, he begins “to wipe the side of 
the register with a rag [since] there was a dark stain there that would not go away” (Otsuka 5). 
The stain represents the guilt he feels about being complicit in the wrongful imprisonment of the 
woman. While it is the government’s decision to mistreat Japanese Americans by denying them 
rights and freedom, citizens such as Joe Lundy did nothing to stop it. The shame of this decision is 
a permanent stain in America’s history that, like the cash register, cannot be cleaned. Another
example is when the woman kills her dog because they are not allowed to bring pets with them 
to the internment camps. After killing White Dog, her gloves are “no longer white” (Otsuka 12). 
She kills White Dog out of mercy, but the blood stain on her gloves represents the detrimental 
emotional effects of the trauma and her loss of innocence. She felt she had no other choice than 
to kill her pet and is forever changed by her violent actions. To summarize, Otsuka utilizes 
symbolism in When the Emperor was Divine to portray the enduring, adverse results of injustice.



CHOOSE 1

 Dust – pages to consider: 9, 29, 41, 45, 48, 49, 53, 64, 77

 Darkness – pages to consider: 12, 27, 28, 45, 51, 58, 67, 72, 100

 Windows – pages to consider: 19, 31, 37, 39, 43, 51, 54, 68

 Hats – pages to consider: 14, 27, 38, 41, 52, 58, 74

 White – pages to consider: 4, 10, 12, 13, 23, 26, 39, 40, 43, 47, 53, 74, 83

In the novel When the Emperor was Divine, Julie Otsuka uses 

symbolism to prove injustice has negative, lasting impacts. Specifically, 

Otsuka uses stains to represent long-term damage that can result from 

oppression. One example of this symbolism is when… 



EDIT

 Read your paragraph from start to finish slowly and 

aloud to catch errors. 

 Use the provided checklist to make improvements.

 Also, use the rubric (provided during choice story group 

writing activity) as a checklist to self-edit.


